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ABSTRACT: The concept of the Cloud computing has significantly changed the field of parallel and distributed computing
systems today. Cloud computing enables a wide range of users to access distributed, scalable, virtualized hardware and/or
software infrastructure over the Internet. Load balancing is the process of distributing the load among various nodes of a
distributed system to improve resource utilization, minimum response time and maximize throughput while also avoiding a
situation where some of the nodes are heavily loaded while other nodes are idle or doing very little work. Load balancing
ensures that all the processor in the system or every node in the network does approximately the equal amount of work at any
instant of time.

In this paper, we propose a new two level fuzzy approach for dynamic load balancing in cloud computing. This approach
characterizes the uncertainty in a distributed system by using the fuzzy logic. The processor speed and queue length of nodes
are used to balance the load of the nodes in cluster level and processing power and average queue length of clusters are used
to balance the load of the clusters in cloud level through fuzzy logic. In comparative study, proposed algorithm shows better
average of response time and throughput than Round Robin and Randomize algorithms.
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1. Introduction

Cloud computing [1,2] is an emerging commercial infrastructure and internet based cost-efficient computing paradigm in which
information can be accessed from a web browser by customers for their requirement. It is a modality of computing characterized
by on-demand availability of resources in a dynamic and scalable fashion, where the resource is used to represent infrastructure,
platforms, software, services, or storage. It promises to eliminate the need for maintaining expensive computing facilities by
companies and institutes alike. Cloud computing in a generally term is defined for anything that involves delivering hosted
services over the Internet. It is based on the concept of shared computational, storage, network and application resources
provided by a third party.

Sharing resources result in better efficiency to cost ratio, less response time, higher throughput, more reliability, extensibility
and double development and better flexibility in observation. The increasing need of computing capacity has caused the
computing environment to change from centralized to distributed state. Hence, distributed systems play a major role in computing
requirements.
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Great interest in cloud computing has been manifested from both academia and private research centers and numerous
projects from industry and academia have been proposed. In commercial contexts among the others, we highlight: amazon
elastic compute cloud, IBM’s blue cloud and etc. There are several scientific activities driving toward open cloud computing
middleware and infrastructures such as reservoir, eucalyptus and etc [3].

In a typical distributed system setting, tasks arrive at the different nodes in a random fashion. This causes a situation of non-
uniform loading across the system nodes to occur. Loading imbalance is observed by the existence of nodes that are highly
loaded while others are lightly loaded or even idle. Thus, resource management or load balancing is major challenging issue
in cloud computing. Load balancing is a methodology to distribute workload across multiple computers, or other resources
over the network links to achieve optimal resource utilization, maximize throughput, minimum response time, and avoid
overload [4].

The objective can be achieved by two ways: either by avoid sending more tasks to the overloaded nodes and keep checking the
nodes’ states periodically, or taking a migration decision to migrate some tasks from the overloaded nodes to the lightly
loaded nodes for the sake of improving the system performance as a whole.

The load balancing problem in a distributed computing environment has been addressed extensively by many studies and
researches. As a result, various algorithms have been introduced to solve the load balancing problem. All kinds of these
algorithms fall into one of the following two categories: dynamic or static [5,6].

Dynamic load balancing algorithms use the information describing the state of the system in order to improve the accuracy
of load balancing decision. Therefore, the dynamic algorithms are appropriate to be utilized in practical situations. However,
this kind of algorithms should have the ability to collect the information about the current state of the system, to store the
collected information and to analyze them. Therefore, the dynamic algorithms may cause additional overhead computations
for the system. On the other side, the static algorithms don’t exploit such information. In static algorithms, the decisions are
taken based on a priori knowledge of the system. Thus, the static algorithms don’t have the ability to deal with the dynamic
changes of such environments.

The precise and fast load balancing scheme is an essential factor in increasing the efficiency and performance of cloud
computing components. However, many factors lead to ambiguous information about the clusters/nodes states, i.e. lack of
shared memory among independent clusters. This ambiguity leads to uncertainty in decision for load balancing. Another
important aspect is that the states of the clusters/nodes can be changed rapidly. Therefore there is always some amount of
uncertainty in the state information used for making a decision. Hence it is necessary that the decision making process deals
with these uncertainties. Fuzzy logic is one of the methods that deal with the uncertain information [7-11].

In this paper, we utilize a two level Fuzzy Inference System based approach to model uncertainty factors to determine the
nodes states and thereby the clusters states. In this paper we use two parameters as input variables for the sake of more
accurate fuzzy-logic based approach. We consider a continuous stream of independent jobs which arrive to the system and
are stored into a single job queue. We assume that all jobs are not preemptable, and each job is described by its ID, submission
time and an estimation of its execution time. The cloud is composed of many independent clusters of heterogeneous processing
machines.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related works is reported in Section 2. In Section 3 the fuzzy logic are
discussed. Section 4 presents the system model. Then, the proposed two level fuzzy logic approach for load balancing in
cloud computing is introduced in Section 5. The experimental results is reported in Section 6. Finally a conclusion is drawn
in Section 7.

2. Related Works

Z. Chaczko et. al [12] proposed a Token Routing dynamic load balancing algorithm. The main objective of this algorithm to
minimize the system cost by moving the tokens around the system. But in a scalable cloud system agents could not have the
enough information of distributing the work load due to communication bottleneck. So the workload distribution among the
agents is not fixed. The drawback of the token routing algorithm can be removed with the help of heuristic approach of token
based load balancing.
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Z. Xu et. al [13] proposed a static Round Robin algorithm. In this approach, the processes are divided between all processors.
Each process is assigned to the processor in a round robin order. The process allocation order is maintained locally independent
of the allocations from remote processors. Though the work load distributions between processors are equal but the job
processing time for different processes are not same. So at any point of time some nodes may be heavily loaded and others
 remain idle. Also, they proposed a static Randomized algorithm [13]. In this algorithm a process can be handled by a particular
node n with a probability p. The process allocation order is maintained for each processor independent of allocation from
remote processor. This algorithm works well in case of processes are of equal loaded. However, problem arises when loads
are of different computational complexities.

M. Beltran et. al [14] presented a Central queuing algorithm, which works on the principal of dynamic distribution. Each new
activity arriving at the queue manager is inserted into the queue. When request for an activity is received by the queue
manager it removes the first activity from the queue and sends it to the requester. If no ready activity is present in the queue
the request is buffered, until a new activity is available. But in case new activity comes to the queue while there are unanswered
requests in the queue the first such request is removed from the queue and new activity is assigned to it. When a processor
load falls under the threshold then the local load manager sends a request for the new activity to the central load manager. The
central manager then answers the request if ready activity is found otherwise queues the request until new activity arrives. A
Connection mechanism Load balancing algorithm is presented in [15]. It can also be based on least connection mechanism
which is a part of dynamic scheduling algorithm. It needs to count the number of connections for each server dynamically to
estimate the load. The load balancer records the connection number of each server. The number of connection increases
when a new connection is dispatched to it, and decreases the number when connection finishes or timeout happens.

G. E. Gonçalves et. al [16], proposed algorithms for allocation of computing and network resources in a Distributed cloud
with the objectives of balancing the load in the virtualized infrastructure and of considering constraints, such as processing
power, memory, storage, and network delay. The evaluation of the algorithm shows that it is indeed adequate for link allocation
across different physical networks.

S. M. Nejad et al. [17], proposed a fuzzy logic-base load balancing in centralized distributed system. The efficiency of
proposed load balancing is studied in OPNET simulation environment. The lengths of sent packet and service rate in each
node have been considered non- constant. The current load of the system and waiting time for the last processed task in each
node are considered as the fuzzy controller inputs. Based on the weight assigned for each node, a percentage of existing tasks
is assigned to that node. The result of the experiments in the states of constant and variable nodes, and constant and variable
tasks, indicates that this algorithm performs much better than both static and dynamic algorithms in terms of throughput,
drop rate and response time.

S. Sethi et. al [18], introduced the novel load balancing algorithm using fuzzy logic in cloud computing, in which load balancing
is a core and challenging issue in Cloud Computing. The processor speed and assigned load of Virtual Machine (VM) are
used to balance the load in cloud computing through fuzzy logic. It is based on Round Robin (RR) load balancing technique
to obtain measurable improvements in resource utilization and availability of cloud computing environment.

S. Wang et.al [19], introduced a two-phase scheduling algorithm under a three level cloud computing network. The proposed
scheduling algorithm combines OLB (Opportunistic Load Balancing) and LBMM (Load Balance Min-Min) scheduling
algorithms that can utilize more better executing efficiency and maintain the load balancing of system.

3. Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy logic is a method based on multi-valued logic which aims to formalize approximate reasoning [20]. It is used to deal
with different types of uncertainty in knowledge based systems. Some of the relevant characteristics of fuzzy logic are fuzzy
sets, linguistic variables and fuzzy rules. A fuzzy set is a collection of objects characterized by a membership function with
a continuous grade of membership which can be ranged between zero and one [21]. A linguistic variable is a type of variable
that uses words instead of numbers to represent its values (e.g. slow, medium and fast) [20]. The values used to define
linguistic variables are called terms and the collection of terms is called term set.

The fuzzifier is the input interface which maps a numeric input to a fuzzy set so that it can be matched with the premises of
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the fuzzy rules defined in the application-specific rule base. The rule base contains a set of fuzzy if-then rules which defines
the actions of the controller in terms of linguistic variables and membership functions of linguistic terms. The fuzzy inference
engine applies the inference mechanism to the set of rules in the fuzzy rule base to produce a fuzzy set output. This involves
matching the input fuzzy set with the premises of the rules, activation of the rules to deduce the conclusion of each rule that
is fired, and combination of all activated conclusions using fuzzy set union to generate fuzzy set output. The defuzzifier is an
output mapping which converts fuzzy set output to a crisp output. Based on the crisp output, the fuzzy logic controller can
drive the system under control.

4. System Model

Here we define a hierarchical structure for describing a network of distributed system, several nodes in which every node may
be a complex combination of multiple types of resources (CPU’s, memory, disks, switches and etc) and the physical configurations
of resources for each node may be heterogeneous, form a clusters and each cluster has a cluster load manager (CRLM). Different
physical clusters make a cloud with a cloud load manager (CDLM). CDLM communicates with CRLMs and CRLMs communicate
with nodes as shown in the Figure. 1. A Cloud has different number of heterogeneous clusters and each cluster has different
number of heterogeneous nodes.

Each CRLM only communicate with its own nodes and CDLM. Also, each node only communicates with its CRLM and none of
the cluster’s nodes don’t communicate with each other.

Figure  1.  Hierarchical structure of distributed system in Cloud computing

5. Two level fuzzy approach for load balancing

In this section we describe the proposed two level fuzzy approach for load balancing in cloud in order to achieve better response
time and throughput. We implement this load balancing technique based on Fuzzy logic. Where the fuzzy logic is natural like
language through which one can formulate their problem.

The advantages of fuzzy logic are easy to understand, flexible, tolerant of imprecise data and can model nonlinear functions of
arbitrary complexity, and is used to approximate functions and can be used to model any continuous function or system [22,23].
Fuzzy inference is the process of formulating the mapping from a given input to an output using fuzzy logic and the mapping
provides a basis from which decisions can be made, or patterns recognized. The load balancing in cloud is done in two level,

level 1: Selecting appropriate cluster of the cloud to send the job based on cluster power and average queue length of the
cluster using fuzzy logic.

level 2: Selecting appropriate node of cluster to assign the job based on CPU speed and queue length of the node using fuzzy
logic.
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Therefore, Cloud maintains the important information about each cluster like cluster power and average queue length of the
cluster, which receives from clusters periodically. And clusters maintain the important information about each node of the
cluster like CPU power and queue length of the node, which receives from nodes periodically.

As soon as cloud receives a job to allocate, CDLM evaluates the states of the clusters belonging to its cloud, then identifies
the least loaded cluster and sends the job to it. This process is done for cluster level load balancing, therefore, a newly
arrived job to the cloud will be sent to the lightly loaded cluster. Then CRLM of the recipient cluster evaluates the states of
the nodes belonging to its cluster, then assigns the job to the least loaded node of it.

This process is performed for node level load balancing, therefore, a newly arrived job to the cluster will be assigned to the
lightly loaded node. Assuming that, the job allocated to each cluster/node will be processed in that cluster/node and will not
be relocated.

Current state of the cloud, clusters and nodes, is updated without any request. Then, based on the data received from the
nodes, the fuzzy CRLM evaluates the workload of the nodes and based on the data received from CRLM, the fuzzy CDLM
calculates the workload of each cluster. Then, the CDLM forwards the arriving jobs from user to the appropriate cluster.
Then, the fuzzy CRLM, based on the inferred states of different nodes, ranks the nodes based on their workload. Then, the
CRLM assign the arriving jobs from CDLM to the appropriate node.

5.1 Fuzzy Inference for Job Allocation in CDLM (level 1)
Fuzzy CDLM needs data about each cluster to determine the state of that cluster include cluster power and average queue
length to cloud level (level 1) local balancing. Cluster power of each cluster is fixed and once a cloud is created, preserved.
And the cloud collects periodically data about each cluster’s average queue length which is the average of the cluster’s nodes
queue length. This information is then passed to the cloud Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) that performs the needed analysis
and takes a decision about the clusters state.

Fuzzy CDLM algorithm for job allocation adopts node average queue length and cluster power as the input variables for fuzzy
sets and define a set of membership function. The two membership functions, average-queue-length membership functions
and cluster-power membership functions for the inputs that were used for the fuzzy based algorithm are shown below in
Figure. 2.

The x-axis corresponds to the cluster’s attributes and the y-axis gives the degree of membership (0 indicates no membership,
1 indicates total membership). For the average-queue-length membership function, the length of queue has five member
functions: very-short, short, moderate, long and very-long.

For the Cluster-power membership functions, number of cluster’s node are define the three member functions: weak, medium,
and powerful.

(a) Average-queue-length
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(b) Cluster-power
Figure 2.  Two inputs membership functions of fuzz CDLM

The output (load of the cluster) which is called ‘cluster-load’ and has seven membership functions (as shown in Figure. 3): very-
very-low (VVL), very-low (VL), low (L), moderate (M), high (H), very-high (VH) and very-very-high (VVH).

Figure 3. Fuzzy functions for the load of cluster (output)

Using the rules as shown in Figure. 4, we determine which output(s) are chosen and the degree of membership to these output
functions determines the value of choice happen to any node.

Fuzzy output is converted to a final action values through the defuzzifier. For this part the COA (Center of Area) method is
applied as described in Equation (1).
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where  is membership degree of the ith variable of lth inference rule, and  is a center value of lth inference rule output.
The node with the minimum output value is chosen as the best cluster which receives the next incoming job in the cloud.

5.2 Fuzzy Inference for Job Allocation in CRLM (level 2)
Fuzzy CRLM needs data about each node to determine the state of that node include CPU speed and queue length to cluster
level (level 2) local balancing. CPU speed of each node is fixed and once a cluster is created, preserved. Also, cluster collects
periodically data about each node’s queue length from the table contains the information about current jobs of node. This
information is then passed to the cluster FIS that performs the needed analysis and takes a decision about the node’s state.

Fuzzy CRLM algorithm for job allocation adopts node queue-length and CPU-power as the input variables for fuzzy sets and
define a set of membership function. The two membership functions, queue-length membership functions and CPU-power
membership functions for the inputs that were used for the fuzzy based algorithm are shown below in Fig. 5. The x-axis
corresponds to the node’s attributes and the y-axis gives the degree of membership. For the queue-length membership function
the length of queue has five member functions: very-short, short, moderate, long and very-long.

Rule 1: IF Cluster-power is weak AND queue-length is very-short Then cluster-load is very-very-low.
Rule 2: IF Cluster-power is weak AND average-queue-length is short Then cluster -load is moderate.
Rule 3: IF Cluster-power is weak AND average-queue-length is moderate Then cluster -load is high.
Rule 4: IF Cluster-power is weak AND average-queue-length is long Then cluster -load is very-high.
Rule 5: IF Cluster-power is weak AND average-queue-length is very-long Then cluster -load is very-very-high.
Rule 6: IF Cluster-power is medium AND average-queue-length is very-short Then cluster -load is very-very-low.
Rule 7: IF Cluster-power is medium AND average-queue-length is short Then cluster -load is low.
Rule 8: IF Cluster-power is medium AND average-queue-length is moderate Then cluster -load is moderate.
Rule 9: IF Cluster-power is medium AND average-queue-length is long Then cluster -load is high.
Rule 10: IF Cluster-power is medium AND average-queue-length is very-long Then cluster -load is very-very-high.
Rule 11: IF Cluster-power is powerful AND average-queue-length is very-short Then cluster -load is very-very-low.
Rule 12: IF Cluster-power is powerful AND average-queue-length is short Then cluster -load is very-low.
Rule 13: IF Cluster-power is powerful AND average-queue-length is moderate Then cluster -load is low.
Rule 14: IF Cluster-power is powerful AND average-queue-length is long Then cluster -load is moderate.
Rule 15: IF Cluster-power is powerful AND queue-length is very- long Then cluster -load is very-very-high.

Figure  4. Rule base of the fuzzy inference system for CDLM

For the CPU-speed membership functions the processing speed of CPU’s are define the three member functions: slow, medium,
and fast.

The output (load of the node) which is called ‘node-load’ and has five membership functions: very-low, low, moderate, high and
very-high (as shown in Figure. 6).

Using the rules as shown in Figure. 7, we determine which output(s) are chosen and the degree of membership to these output
functions determines the value of choice happen to any node.

Fuzzy output is converted to a final action values through the defuzzifier. For this part the COA (Center of Area) method is
applied as described in Equation (1).

6. Experimental Results

In the simulation, we considered that a cloud composed of five independent clusters of heterogeneous nodes. Also, we have
assumed static number of clusters and nodes, respectively in the cloud and cluster as shown in Table 1.
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(a) Queue-length

(b) CPU-speed (Ghz)

Figure 5. Two inputs membership functions of fuzz CRLM

Figure 6. Fuzzy functions for the load of node (output)
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In the simulations, about 5000 jobs was generated and used. Jobs are generated continuously and independently and are stored
into a cloud’s single job queue. All the generated jobs are not removable, and each jobs is described by three attributes: the job
ID, job’s generation time and estimation of its execution time, which has a normal distribution, N(60 ; 30).

We compare the efficiency of the proposed two level fuzzy algorithm (Fuzzy) with two algorithms of Randomize and Round
Robin. Compares are done based on two criteria of average response time and throughput.

Fig. 8 shows the assignment of jobs among the different nodes of cluster 3. Round Robin algorithm distributes workload among
the nodes equally without considering their CPU speed and Similarly Randomize algorithm distributes workload among the
nodes pure randomly. But it is obvious form the Figure that the workload was not distributed in a fair manner by Fuzzy algorithm
where some nodes have workload more than other. For instance, the nodes 1 and 3 have the heaviest workload, whereas the
node 2 has much less workload. This is because, Fuzzy algorithm considers CPU speed and consequently queue length of
nodes to distribute jobs among them.

Rule 1: IF CPU-speed is low AND queue-length is very-short Then node-load is very-low.
Rule 2: IF CPU-speed is low AND queue-length is short Then node-load is low.
Rule 3: IF CPU-speed is low AND queue-length is moderate Then node-load is high.
Rule 4: IF CPU-speed is low AND queue-length is long Then node-load is very-high.
Rule 5: IF CPU-speed is low AND queue-length is very-long Then node-load is very-high.
Rule 6: IF CPU-speed is medium AND queue-length is very-short Then node-load is very-low.
Rule 7: IF CPU-speed is medium AND queue-length is short Then node-load is low.
Rule 8: IF CPU-speed is medium AND queue-length is moderate Then node-load is moderate.
Rule 9: IF CPU-speed is medium AND queue-length is long Then node-load is very-high.
Rule 10: IF CPU-speed is medium AND queue-length is very-long Then node-load is very-high.
Rule 11: IF CPU-speed is fast AND queue-length is very-short Then node-load is very-low.
Rule 12: IF CPU-speed is fast AND queue-length is short Then node-load is very-low.
Rule 13: IF CPU-speed is fast AND queue-length is moderate Then node-load is moderate.
Rule 14: IF CPU-speed is fast AND queue-length is long Then node-load is high.
Rule 15: IF CPU-speed is fast AND queue-length is very- long Then node-load is very-high.

Figure 7. Knowledge base of the fuzzy inference system for CRLM

Figure 8.  Distribution of jobs among the nodes of cluster 3
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Figure. 9 shows the assignment of the jobs among the different nodes of each cluster in the cloud. In each cluster, Round Robin
algorithm distributes workload among the nodes of a cluster equally and Similarly Randomize algorithm distributes workload
among the nodes of a cluster pure randomly. For instance, using Round Robin algorithm, each node of cluster 1, receives 1/5
workload of cluster 1, because cluster 1 has 5 nodes and each node of cluster 2, receives 1/2 workload of cluster 2, because
cluster 2 has 2 nodes and etc. But Fuzzy algorithm doesn’t distribute the workload equally among the nodes of a cluster, where
some nodes have workload more than other.

Figure. 10 shows the assignment of the jobs among the different clusters of the cloud. Round Robin algorithm distributes

Cluster No.   Node’s      CPU Speed (GHz) of the Node
                        Number

1                     1                6000

1                     2                3000

1                     3                6000

1                     4                5400

1                     5                4600

2                     1                7500

2 2 6000

3 1 1800

3 2 2500

3 3 1500

3 4 1000

3 5 2000

3 6 3000

3 7 2000

3 8 2000

3 9 2500

3 10 3000

4 1 7000

4 2 1000

4 3 2500

4 4 4000

4 5 4600

4 6 5500

4 7 5500

5 1 4500

5 2 1500

5 3 3000

5 4 3000

Table 1. Cloud’s configuration
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Figure  9.  Distribution of jobs among the different nodes of each cluster in the cloud

Figure 10. Distribution of jobs among the clusters of the cloud

Figure 11 a demonstrates the average response time of the different clusters. As it can be seen, fuzzy algorithm performs better
than the other algorithms. In other words, fuzzy algorithm has less average response time than the other algorithms. Because
Fuzzy algorithm considers processing power of the cluster and distributes the workload among them unequaled. This strategy
prevents heavy loading, weak clusters and light loading, powerful clusters and consequently queue length of clusters are
balanced in this manner and results the less response time. However, Round Robin and Randomize algorithms dispatch workload
between clusters equally or near equally, without considering their processing power and queue length, which make weak
clusters are heavily loaded and powerful clusters are lightly loaded. This type of job distribution, results imbalanced processing
queue in the clusters and nodes and directly increases response time of the nodes and clusters.

Figure. 11.b demonstrates the average throughput of the different clusters. The results indicate that, fuzzy algorithm performs
better than the other two algorithms and has high throughput than the other algorithms. Considers processing power and
average queue length of the clusters to distributing the workload among them make the fuzzy algorithm outperforms other two
algorithm as argued for response time.

Balance load in nodes level and consequently in cluster level results in less average response time and high average throughput

workload among the 5 clusters equally without considering their processing power and Similarly Randomize algorithm
distributes workload among the cluster pure randomly. But the Fuzzy algorithm distributes the workload among the clusters
unequaled, where some clusters have workload more than other. For instance, the cluster 3 has the heaviest workload, whereas
the cluster 2 has much less workload. This is because, Fuzzy algorithm considers cluster power and consequently average
queue length of cluster to distribute jobs among them.
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in cloud level as shown in Figure. 12. These results indicate that fuzzy algorithm has more efficiency compared to Round Robin
and Randomize algorithms.

(a) Average Response Time

(b) Average Throughput

Figure 11. Clusters level Achievements

(a) Average Response Time

Figure 12. Cloud level achievements

(b) Average Throughput

Finally, we used five different configurations for the cloud as shown in TABLE II. Where, the first column indicates the
configuration no, the second column shows the clusters number in the cloud, the third column shows the number of nodes in
each cluster of the cloud respectively, the columns ‘Mean CPU speed’ and ‘CPU speed deviation’ show the parameters of normal
distribution in which, CPU speed of the nodes in cloud are considered, N(Mean CPU speed; CPU speed deviation).
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Config. Clusters Nodes Mean CPU CPU speed
speed deviation

Config.1 1 28 4000 0

Config.2 1 28 4000 3000

Config.3 2 12,16 4000 3000

Config.4 3 5,20,3 4000 3000

Config.5 5 5,18,2,1,2 4000 3000

Table 2. Five different configurations of the cloud

Figure. 13 shows as cloud’s degree of variance increases and its configuration goes complicated, Round Robin and Randomize
algorithms can’t adapt themselves with this situation and workload are distributed inefficiently, which makes increasing average
response time and decreasing average throughput of them. However, Fuzzy algorithm adapts itself with different configurations
and balances workload among clusters and nodes more efficiently and shows about consistent results despite variant cloud
configurations.

(a)  Average Response Time

(b) Average Throughput

Figure 13. Cloud level achievements using different configurations
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7. Conclusion

In the cloud computing, load balancing is quite a challenging task in terms of jobs allocation to clusters and nodes. In this
paper, we presented a two level fuzzy approach for dynamic load balancing in the cloud computing. Fuzzy logic systems can
deal with the uncertainties around the input variables and their relationships and make absolute outputs.

The Processing power and average queue length of the cluster is considered as the fuzzy controller inputs in level 1 and the
CPU speed and queue length of the node is considered as the fuzzy controller inputs in level 2. Obtained results show that
proposed Load Balancing algorithm achieves satisfactory and consistently load balancing than Round Robin and Randomize
algorithm and gives better response time and throughput.
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